Abstract. The abstraction of semantic knowledge in terms of entities, attributes, and action relationships can completely define two semantic forms of knowledge: picture and situation. The knowledge base proposed in this paper contained the entries that correspond to the components of the real world and the organizational network in which those entries are associated with the situation. The knowledge base contains situation verb base, entity base, attribute base and attribute value base. Those terms are organized into a network according to the external feature of the entity and the relationship between entities and attributes. The knowledge base also defines two sets of knowledge networks. One is the entity attribute knowledge frame which is integrated by the entity as a unit. It defines the frame of an entity corresponding to the real object. It embeds the slot into the entity, and points out the possible values of each attribute slot. The other is the collocation frame which is integrated by the verb as the core unit. The knowledge resource is stored in XML format which could hierarchically represent the structure of knowledge framework. It could support the addition and deletion of knowledge resources making the continuous construction and expansion of the knowledge base possible. The abstracts of knowledge in this paper reproduced the complete process of language comprehension, which can be well applied to language analysis.
Introduction
The abstraction of semantic knowledge in terms of entities, attributes, and action relationships can completely define two semantic forms of knowledge in the process of language processing: picture and situation. The domain entity attribute knowledge base for natural language processing proposed in this paper should contain the entries that correspond to the components of the real world and the organizational network in which those entries are associated with the situation. It is a descriptive structure of the situations of dynamic motion between different pictures.
The knowledge base contains situation verb base, entity base, attribute base and attribute value base. These terms are not stored in the databases in isolation. They are organized into a network according to the external feature of the entity and the relationship between entities and attributes. So the entity attribute semantic knowledge base should also define two sets of knowledge networks. One is the entity attribute knowledge frame which is integrated by the entity as a unit. It defines the frame of an entity corresponding to the real object. It embeds the slot into the entity, and points out the possible values of each attribute slot. The other is the collocation frame which is integrated by the verb as the core unit. Figure 1 showed the structure of domain entity attribute knowledge base. There are four databases in the knowledge base: situation verb base, entity base, attribute base and attribute value base. The classification of the database is a semantic classification that fits the entity attributes and relationships.
The Structure of Knowledge Base
The terms stored in such structure could provide an index for the structured knowledge network, and provide the resources for word matching processing in lexical analysis of language. In the entity attribute frame, we define the internal attribute structure, the possible value of each attribute, and the inheritance relationship between entities. The knowledge of the entities and attributes isolated from the database is linked together to a number of the framework of the vertical relationship between entities. The collocation frame is defined as the collocation structure of verbs with an index of the verb terms. Such abstract structure of the entity attribute frame is the "picture" in the language comprehension, while the collocation frame is the "situation". It can be seen that the proposed abstract storage structure defined for constructing the domain entity attribute semantic knowledge base for natural language processing complies with the definition of the entity attribute framework and could restore the whole process of language comprehension.
Entity Attribute Frame
The entity attribute knowledge frame is integrated by the entity as a unit. It defines the frame of an entity corresponding to the real object. The frame is a network of entities as a node. The interior of the node integrates the attributes of the entity and the possible values of the attributes. The external representation of the node is its vertical inheritance. By defining the attributes to the internal structure of the entity node, it is possible to integrate the discrete words stored in the attribute base and the attribute value base into an entity node in network. By identifying the parent within the entity node, each entity in the entity base can be associated in the vertical network of the inheritance relationship. Therefore, in the entity attribute frame of the XML description text should be the entity domain as the outermost element. And in the entity domain, it should also define the inheritance of the entity, that is, the identity of the parent node of the entity node. It embeds the slot into the entity, and points out the possible values of each attribute slot.
Collocation Frame
The collocation frame in the structure of knowledge base is a kind of collocation similar to the template structure. It is integrated by the verb as the core unit. The collocations are the primary language abstraction of the relationship between the entities and attributes in the real world, which is necessary for the natural language understanding. Although there is no specific semantic description of the action in the language abstraction, the object of the relationship is marked in the form of the collocation frame.
Now we have given a complete structure of the domain entity attribute semantic knowledge base and the demonstrations of the storage definition of entity attribute frame and collocation frame. The relevant knowledge resources of entities and attributes gotten by natural language processing technologies were integrated into unitary framework. Storing knowledge resource by XML format could hierarchically represent the structure of knowledge framework. It could support the addition and deletion of knowledge resources making the continuous construction and expansion of the knowledge base possible.
Experiment
We obtained total 13 entity words, 268 attribute words, 323 attribute value words and 23 situation verb words from the real corpus in the computer domain. These words were stored in the corresponding database respectively. We stored the entity attribute frame and collocation frame in the text structure of XML format. This could be a good expression of the knowledge network in the hierarchical structure and the associations and provide high possibility for the expansion of knowledge units.
We used the above knowledge base to process the computer commentary corpus. The analyzing process embodied the procedure of understanding the language by human being that mapped the language comprehension units to the "pictures" and combined "pictures" to "situations". The abstracts of knowledge in this paper reproduced the complete process of language comprehension, which can be well applied to language analysis.
Conclusion
The domain entity attribute knowledge base for natural language processing proposed in this paper contained the entries that correspond to the components of the real world and the organizational network in which those entries are associated with the situation. It is a descriptive structure of the situations of dynamic motion between different pictures. The knowledge base contains situation verb base, entity base, attribute base and attribute value base. Those terms are not stored in the databases in isolation. They are organized into a network according to the external feature of the entity and the relationship between entities and attributes. The entity attribute semantic knowledge base should also define two sets of knowledge networks. One is the entity attribute knowledge frame which is integrated by the entity as a unit. It defines the frame of an entity corresponding to the real object. It embeds the slot into the entity, and points out the possible values of each attribute slot. The other is the collocation frame which is integrated by the verb as the core unit. Storing knowledge resource by XML format could hierarchically represent the structure of knowledge framework. It could support the addition and deletion of knowledge resources making the continuous construction and expansion of the knowledge base possible.
